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HVAC 
STRATEGIES



FILTRATION ✓
YES

❏HVAC filters are designed to efficiently remove airborne particles from the air.

❏The higher the MERV (Minimum efficiency Rated Value) the higher the filtration.

❏Guidance = MERV 13 minimum

UV ✓
YES

❏UV is a proven technology that can effectively disinfect the air.

❏Need to be properly design, installed and maintain.

❏Might not be the right solution to clean fouled coils.

ELECTRONIC 
AIR CLEANERS

✗
MAJOR 

CONCERN

“None of these technologies have been proven to reduce infection in real buildings, even if they have promise based on tests in a laboratory or other idealized 
settings. Some of them have substantial concerns about secondary issues (such as production of ozone, a respiratory irritant).” CDC: “Relative to many other air 
cleaning or disinfection technologies, needlepoint bi-polar ionization has a less-documented track record in regards to cleaning / disinfecting large and fast 
volumes of moving air within heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems.”

https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/filtration-disinfection

COIL 
CLEANING

✓
YES

❏Ensure high surface coverage (might not be achievable using pressure or steam washing)

ERV ✓/✗
DEPENDS

❏Disable leaky ERVs – ensure a near-zero exhaust air transfer ratio (EATR)

DCV ✗
NO

FLUSH OUT ✓
YES

OUTSIDE AIR 
VENTILATION

✓/✗
YES, BUT

❏Outside air ventilation has a smaller contribution to virus removal compared to filtration

❏Efficiency versus cost?

❏Increasing ventilation might make it hard to keep the building at 50% RH.  RH at 50% is strongly related to virus inactivation. 

❏Particulate matter (PM) can serve as a carrier for virus aerosols, therefore increasing ventilation may increase PM and lead to an increase in the number of 
virus aerosols indoor.  
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PARTICULATE
FILTRATION



❏COVID-19 Size 
~120 nm in diameter

❏Enveloped RNA 
viruses

CORONAVIRUS

Droplet with 
viruses inside.
Small droplets 
called aerosols 
can be airborne.



PARTICULATE FILTRATION

Most particles emitted during human activities are 
smaller than 1-2 μm

But particle volume scales with dp3

Does the amount of viral or bacterial material 
contained in droplet nuclei scale similarly?

qPCR reveals viral RNA size 
distribution
in human coughs:
• 42% < 1 μm
• 23% 1-4 μm
• 35% > 4 μm

Papineni and Rosenthal 1997 J Aerosol Medicine 10:105-116; Yang et al., 2007 J Aerosol Med 20:484-494;
Lindsley et al., 2012 J Occup Environ Hygiene 9:443-449; Fabian et al., 2008 PLoS ONE 3:e2691



PARTICULATE FILTRATION

à Although ~90% of emitted particles 
(number concentrations) are < 1 μm

Only ~40% of viral RNA is contained in 
that fraction

Azimi and Stephens 2013 Building and Environment 70:150-160



PARTICULATE FILTRATION

Minimum Efficiency Reported 
Value (MERV)

ASHRAE Standard 52.2

https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/filtration-disinfection#modes



PARTICULATE FILTRATION

The Three Pillars of Filtration
Energy Consumption

Pressure Drop

Removal Efficiency



PARTICULATE FILTRATION

Myth # 1:

The higher the MERV, the 
higher the pressure drop



PARTICULATE FILTRATION

Filters with same MERV have a 
wide range of efficiencies

Myth # 2: MERV ≠ MERV



FILTER BYPASS

Be aware of filter bypass!

� A tiny filter bypass can dramatically affect filter performance.

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/6524/5f00db8e7a817e2724a80c058d947db5bd61.pdf?_ga=2.2
67365966.112886912.1598884471-448045557.1589817014



Coil Cleaning
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Coil Cleaning
HVAC Coils: chokepoint of every HVAC system
1. Impact negatively fan and cooling energy
2. Impact negatively indoor air quality
3. Dirty coils may lead to lower airflow and therefore lower 

ventilation rates.

“A substantial evidence exists that coils can disseminate 
contaminants into the indoor air. ”

“cleaning of cooling coils and drain pans scheduled 
only annually or not scheduled, relative to at least semi-
annually, were associated with increase in:
headache and eye symptoms 
increase in lower respiratory symptoms 
fatigue/difficulty concentrating symptoms. ” 

https://iaqscience.lbl.gov/sites/default/files/mold-3.pdf



Coil Cleaning
Coil Cleaning Goals:

❏ Remove biofilms deep within the coil

❏ Not to re-aerosolize any particles that may be on the surface

� Traditional coil cleaning (pressure and steam washing) and UV does not 
establish the above.

Installing UVGI on a fouled coil will not remove fouling. 
(ref: ASHRAE RP-1738)

After 13 months

https://amp-cnn-
com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/amp.cnn.com/cnn/2020/08/20/health/coronavirus-
ultraviolet-uvc-sanitizers-fda-wellness/index.html

https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/uv-
lights-and-lamps-ultraviolet-c-radiation-disinfection-and-coronavirus

https://amp-cnn-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/amp.cnn.com/cnn/2020/08/20/health/coronavirus-ultraviolet-uvc-sanitizers-fda-wellness/index.html


Coil Cleaning
UVC Consideration:

❏ Direct exposure: the inactivation of viruses on surfaces may not be 
effective due to blocking of the UV radiation by soil, such as dust, or 
other contaminants such as bodily fluids.

❏ Dose and duration

❏ On the fly: no impact on bacteria and spores

❏ Loss of output: 55% when installed after coil (cold temp)

❏ Depreciation: reported depreciation is between 15% to 50%

❏ Surface loss: UVC degrade organic materials

❏ Safety



❏ Loss of output: 55% when installed after coil (cold 
temp)

Coil Cleaning

❏ Depreciation: reported depreciation is between 15% 
to 50%



SOLUTION:
Deep clean with 
an enzyme-based 
technology
ASHRAE ETF Commercial 
Guide

“If coils are fouled or 
mechanical cleaning is still 
required, consider cleaning 
coils and drain pans using a 
foaming agent to ensure 
breakthrough through the coil 
(avoid using pressure 
washing to not re-aerosolize 
particles on the surface). ”

https://www.ashrae.org/technical-
resources/commercial#1ready



Flush-out



How much outside air and how much 
time?

ASHRAE: "The intent is to ensure that .... 
your ventilation schedule should assist in 

removing bioburden during, pre-, and 
post- occupancy of the building."

Flush-out

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ashrae/


Trade-off 
between 

Filtration and 
Ventilation
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Estimating Coronavirus Risk

http://built-envi.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/azimi-and-stephens-2013-bldg-and-env-influenza-filtration-accepted-unformatted-.pdf



Trade-off 
Between 
Filtration and 
Ventilation

Wells Riley Risk Infection Model



Trade-off 
Between 
Filtration and 
Ventilation

Wells Riley Risk Infection Model

http://built-envi.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/azimi-and-stephens-2013-bldg-and-env-
influenza-filtration-accepted-unformatted-.pdf



COVID-19 
Testing



COVID-19 
Testing

SWAB TEST AIR SAMPLE TEST
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